
Linda Barbera-Stein of Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage Appears in Chicago magazine as a Five Star 
Real Estate Agent for 2015

Exclusive recognition of Chicago-area real estate agents.

Highland Park, IL – Linda Barbera-Stein, Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage, is featured in a special section 
of the October issue of Chicago magazine as a 2015 Five Star Real Estate Agent award winner. 

Five Star Professional partnered with Chicago magazine to identify and showcase an exclusive group of real 
estate agents who have demonstrated excellence in their field. Less than 3% of agents in the Chicago-area 
received this recognition.

“The Five Star Real Estate Agent award is as much an indication of my clients’ thoughtfulness as it is an 
acknowledgement of my level of service and competence in the practice of real estate. Their positive feedback is 
one of the reasons I was selected for the award in Chicago and surrounding suburbs. I appreciate their support 
and thank them for their business.” Linda Barbera-Stein of Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage. 

The 2015 Five Star Real Estate Agent award winners have been carefully selected for their commitment to 
professional excellence and overall client satisfaction. The award is based on rigorous research with significant 
focus on customer feedback and providing quality services.

“Five Star Real Estate Agents provide world-class service which is evident through their clients’ loyalty. With a 
strong foundation of knowledge and experience, they work to understand their clients’ needs and provide a real 
estate solution that fits,” Dan Zdon, CEO, Five Star Professional.

“I maintain an active real estate business and am up-to-date on current markets in several communities along 
Chicago’s North Shore in Cook and Lake Counties.  Given my nine-year tenure as a Member of the Lake County 
Board of Review, I have a well-grounded understanding of the relationships among levy, assessment, tax rate and 
property tax, of major importance to all property owners.  Given my skills, experience and education in statistics, 
research and analysis, I am able to identify patterns in property values and perhaps even anticipate future ones to 
assist my sellers, buyers and multi-unit developers in setting price, negotiating price and marketing their homes 
and new developments,” Linda states.

Linda Barbera-Stein’s Five Star award profile can be viewed here.

Five Star Professional has been conducting market research to define and promote professional excellence in 
service professionals since 2003. Its Five Star Real Estate Agent award program is the largest and most widely 
published real estate agent award program in North America. 

Real estate agents are awarded based on an in depth research process. Thousands of consumers are contacted to 
rate their real estate agent on ten evaluative criteria including customer service, market knowledge, negotiation, 
closing preparation and overall satisfaction. Beyond a qualifying client evaluation score, real estate agents are 
evaluated on objective criteria such as experience, production levels and disciplinary and complaint history.

There is no fee to be considered or awarded. Visit www.fivestarprofessional.com for more information.


